KoKopelli Golf Club: 4-Person Scramble RESULTS
April 14, 2012

PAYOUT:

1st Place: -17
Erick Henderson/Elliott Wilson/Trevor Ladd/Stewart Surratt $100.00/player

2nd Place: -13
Jake Hanson/Anthony Del Dotto/Conlan Burk/Oliver Jones $80.00/player

Skins Pool:

J. Hanson/A. Del Dotto/C. Burk/O. Jones Hole #2 Birdie $10.00/player
J. Hanson/A. Del Dotto/C. Burk/O. Jones Hole #7 Eagle $10.00/player
E. Henderson/E. Wilson/T. Ladd/S. Surratt Hole #10 Birdie $10.00/player
J. Hanson/A. Del Dotto/C. Burk/O. Jones Hole #11 Eagle $10.00/player
E. Henderson/E. Wilson/T. Ladd/S. Surratt Hole #12 Birdie $10.00/player
J. Hanson/A. Del Dotto/C. Burk/O. Jones Hole #14 Eagle $10.00/player
E. Henderson/E. Wilson/T. Ladd/S. Surratt Hole #16 Birdie $10.00/player

Note: Anthony Del Dotto owns Conlan Burk’s Skins.

Par 3 Challenge:

1st Place: -7
Erick Henderson/Elliott Wilson/Trevor Ladd/Stewart Surratt $75.00/player

BEAT THE DREAM TEAM:

Erick Henderson/Elliott Wilson/Trevor Ladd/Stewart Surratt $40.00/player
Jake Hanson/Anthony Del Dotto/Conlan Burk/Oliver Jones $40.00/player

Note: Anthony Del Dotto owns Conlan Burk’s and Oliver Jones’s winnings.